over IOO years of innovation
LK500Ui upright
Creating a new light commercial grade upright that has the durability customers demand and the styling they desire
is no easy task, but BH has developed what is destined to become another award winner with the new LK500Ui
upright bike.
ÔÔi.Concept console allows you to use your tablet or smart

phone to seamlessly interface with the equipment via
Bluetooth
ÔÔ26 Built-in programs and 24 levels of electronically
controlled resistance with additional program profiles
available through downloadable apps
ÔÔPop-pin up/down adjustments allows for a custom fit for all
users
ÔÔPolar® wireless HR compatible. Use a Polar heart rate
chest strap to readout your HR on the display console or
interact with built-in HR control programming
ÔÔTriathlon style handlebars with elbow rests and fingertip
controls
ÔÔBlue LCD window displays Speed, Distance, Time, RPM,
Watts, Calories, Pulse, Level and Program Profile
ÔÔ16 exercise programs including 12 preset, Watts, Manual,
Custom and Heart Rate programs
ÔÔLarge cushioned gel seat provides the comfort required to
go the extra mile

Download the

free

Pafers Apps for your
compatible Apple® or
Android® device

Use your tablet or
smartphone to seamlessly
interface with the equipment
via Bluetooth®

SPECIFICATIONS
-- Blue Backlit LCD Display
-- Bluetooth Enabled i.Concept Console
-- Polar® Heart Rate Strap Compatible
-- Contact Heart Rate Grips
-- 26 Built-in Programs
-- Small Footprint Design
-- Triathlon Style Handlebars
-- Electronic Resistance Adjustment
-- 24 Levels of Resistance
-- Up/Down Seat Adjustment
-- Oversized Sure-Grip Pedals
-- Water Bottle Holder
-- Transportation Wheels

Light Commercial Warranty
Frame: Lifetime | Parts: 5 years | Labor: 1 year
Residential Warranty
Frame: Lifetime | Parts: 10 years | Labor: 2 years
Measurements
Max User
300 lbs.
			Weight		99 lbs.
Dimensions		
Length 		
41 in.
			Width		22 in.

For Customer Service Please Contact us at:
602-568-9343 | www.REPSinFitness.com

Enjoy all of

your

favorite apps

while exercising

